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Self-Assessment Essay

In this course, we went over different types of essays like the Critical Analysis essay,

OpEd essay, Rhetorical essay, and the Narrative Essay. Basically in this semester we went over

those types of essays and how each essay is wrote, and it gives us an idea how each essay is

written. This course helped me how to write essays throughout my time taking this class, writing

essays never felt the same today where as before I would sometimes struggle to write or it would

be confusing to me. So overall this course helped me justify how I write these paper from the

time I take this class, although they may seem like a lot of work to do but the more I learn about

these essays the easier it’ll get overtime. So I do have to say this course did a good job going in

detail about these essays, giving brief discussions about essays, and helping to revise/drafting

these essays. In this essay I’ll be going over how this course this semester helped me reached my

goals I wanted to achieve in this class, going over databases, and using the internet to find the

appropriate online resource for a specific paper.

How this course helped me with writing my papers is going over the basic elements of

how each essay is written, and how online source we need to use when writing these papers. For

example; using a reliable source to find where the information is found is important because it

helps the reader to understand where the source came from and where you found the evidence

from. For example; you would have to find the correct source on where the information came

from and use the MLA style form when using these citations, which is a style of form that we use

to write a paper, typically used when writing English composition or other communication



classes. This class also helped how to use the database and library sources too, this is another

way to find out where something comes from, any evidence or textual evidence can also be used

from those sources too.

Whenever it comes down to this class, this class helped me formulate and articulate

proper english and punctuation when writing. Writing essays using proper grammar and

punctuation isn’t my strongest as of yet, but this course throughout this semester it helped my

improve my grammar and punctuation skills, making sure I have no typos, no spelling error, and

making sure I’m using the correct words for these essays otherwise it would just be a clunk of a

mess when it gets to the final touch. So I do got to give credit for this class to improve that area

when writing these papers, makes me a better writing than where I was previously in my last

composition class. Over the course of this semester this class helped improve my essay skills as

well, writing essays never feels the same anymore after taking this class, before hand I would

sometimes struggle or get confused with one concept of an essay, as opposed to after taking this

class, writing essays felt a lot easier and already feel a massive difference compared to before. So

overall in this class, this has helped me succeed in all my goals I’ve achieved this semester and

I’m satisfied this semester helped me make my essays look and feel better than before.

So I would like to say that this class was very helpful and was taught to me well when

writing these papers throughout taking this course this semester, I feel like after taking this

course and learning from this class, writing essays feels a lot more different than how I was in

the past. For example; learning to use the MLA citation style when I’m citing any evidence from

any source I find on the internet, and use the proper style as mentioned in the lectures, another

way I achieved these goals is what each type of essay is all about and how they’re used when

writing them down. So whenever I think of writing, I feel like writing is like personal activity



where someone can compose words and jot them down to a text. I do have to say this semester

did a good job on improving my essay skills, and I sure hope the next time I take a composition

class I can improve my skills even more than ever.


